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1. INTR~OUCT~~N 
In [2], I described a project to investigate the primitive 2-modular per- 
mutation representations of certain finite simple groups. That paper was 
concerned with the simple group of order 25920, Schltifli’s group of 
incidence preserving permutations of the 27 lines on the general cubic sur- 
face. For this paper I have used the same techniques to determine the 
weight distributions of all the submodules of the primitive permutation 
representations of the simple group of order 6048. 
The simple group of order 6048 is isomorphic to the unitary group 
PSU,(3), or U,(3), and also to the derived group of the group of 
automorphisms of the Cayley numbers over GF(2). The isomorphism 
U,(3)z G,(2)’ is well known, and an explicit isomorphism will be given in 
this paper. The unitary groups U,(q) give rise to Steiner systems, and in 
particular U,(3) gives rise to a Steiner system S(2,4, 28). I shall define the 
notation for the objects acted on by the permutation representations in 
terms of this system, which we shall call S. Remarks made in [4, 61 imply 
that the only known S(2,4,28)‘s are those constructed in [l, 6,73, and 
that S, which is constructed in [S 3, is isomorphic to the one constructed in 
[I]. I shall compare S with the other systems, and show that, in fact, that 
they are not isomorphic. 
I have made use of the “Meataxe” system devised by Richard Parker and 
Jon Thackray on the IBM computer in Cambridge; and also of the charac- 
ter tables from the Atlas of Finite Groups, [3], and the MacWilliams for- 
mulae relating the weight enumerators of dual codes [S]. 
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1.1. U,(3) and the Construction of the S(2, 4, 28) 
The elements of U,(3) are isometries of a Hermitian form over GF(9). A 
suitable form is 
xz + ,fz - 2yj 
Projectively speaking (that is, modulo non-zero scalar factors), there are 28 
isotropic vectors in the 3-dimensional vector space over this field: one vec- 
tor (0, 0, l), which we shall denote by cc, and 27 of the form (1, x + iy, 
x2 +y2 + it), which we shall denote by x+ iy, (where x,y, t E (0, 1,2}). 
These 28 objects become the 28 points of a Steiner system S(2,4,28) in the 
following way. 
The group U,(3) contains 63 elements of order 2, which all lie in the 
same conjugacy class. Each of these elements fixes precisely four points, 
and the resulting 63 sets of four points will be called tetrads. The group 
U,(3) is 2-transitive on the 28 points, so every pair lies in at least one 
tetrad. Hence the number of tetrads is at least 28.27/4.3 = 63, with equality 
if and only if each pair lies in precisely one tetrad. There are exactly 63 
tetrads, so each pair of points lies in precisely one tetrad, and the tetrads 
define a S(2, 4, 28), which we shall call S. A list of the 63 tetrads is given in 
Fig. 1. 
There is a conjugacy class of 28 cyclic groups of order 3, one for each 
point of S. The group corresponding to any point fixes that point and per- 
mutes the other points in nine orbits of size 3. These orbits complete the 
point to the nine tetrads containing it. 
There is a conjugacy class of 63 cyclic subgroups of order 4. Each sub- 
group in this class fixes one tetrad pointwize, and permutes the points of 
six other tetrads. We define a set of seven disjoint tetrads obtained in this 
way to be a special heptet, and any set of seven disjoint tetrads to be a hep- 
tet. Each special heptet may be indexed by the fixed tetrad of the 
corresponding subgroup. Examination of the 63 special heptets shows them 
to be distinct. 
THEOREM 1. Each tetrad lies in precisely seven distinct heptets. These are 
the special heptets indexed by the tetrads which lie in the special heptet 
indexed by that tetrad. In particular, every heptet is a special heptet, and so 
there are exactly 63 heptets. 
Proof. The automorphism group of S is transitive on the tetrads, so it 
suffices to find all the heptets containing one particular tetrad, say 
{cc, O,, O,, 0,). Consider the tetrad containing the point 1, in such a hep- 
tet. If this tetrad is {I,, 1 + i,, - 1 z, - 1 + i2}, then by inspection of the list 
of tetrads we find that the heptet must be 
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bwAd4~02}, {lo, l+i,, -l,, -l+i,}, 
{ -&, 1 -&, 1 +i,, iz}, 
(io, -1 -!-io, -i2, -1 -iz}, 
(-lo, -1 -i,, l,, 1 -iI}, 
{L -l,,i,, -4>, 
(1 -i,, - 1 f i,, 1 + i,, - 1 -i, >, 
which is the special heptet indexed by { 1 - i,, - 1 + i,, 1 + i,, - 1 - i,}. 
The stabihser of the tetrad {co, 00, O,, O2 ) in the automorphism group of S 
permutes the tetrads 
{lo, 1 + io, --1,, -1 +i,), {lo,-1 +i,, i,, 1 -if], 
{l,,l-iO, -l,, -I-i,),{l,, -l-iO,l+i,, -i2), 
SO there is just one heptet containing {co, 00, 0,) 0,) and one of these 
tetrads. The four heptets obtained in this way are the special heptets 
indexed by 
{l-i,, -I+i,,l+i,, -I--i,),{12, -l,,i,, -iz), 
{1-iz, -l+i,,l+i,, -l--i*}, {I,, -1, i,, -i,}. 
The only other tetrad containing 1, which is disjoint from {co, Oo, 01, 0,} 
is (lo, -lo, i,, -i,}. The only tetrad containing 1 + i, which is disjoint 
from these two tetrads is { 1 -i,, - 1 + iO, 1 + i,,, - 1 -i,}. The tetrads 
containing 1 1 disjoint from these three tetrads are 
There is just one heptet containing each of these tetrads and the tetrads 
already chosen. The three heptets obtained in this way are the special hep- 
tets indexed by the tetrads 
{cCOo,O,,O,}, {l-i,, -I+&, l+io, -1-i,), 
{lo, --lo, ii, -kj. 
Q.E.D. 
A parallel class of heptets is defined to be a system of nine heptets which 
contains each tetrad precisely once. A Steiner system is called resolvable if 
such a parallel class exists. 
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THEOREM 2. S is a resolvable system in which there are precisely 28 
parallel classes of heptets corresponding to the 28 points. 
Proof Let T,, T,, T3,..., T, be the nine tetrads containing a point x. 
For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, let H, be the heptet indexed by T,. The nine 
heptets H, ,..., H, form a parallel class unless a tetrad T appears in two dis- 
tinct heptets, say Hi and H,. However, Ti and T, would then both appear 
in the heptet indexed by T, contradicting the definition of a heptet, since 
the point x is an element of both Tj and Ti. Therefore each class defined in 
this way is parallel. 
Conversely suppose that H, ,..., H, is a parallel class of heptets indexed 
by the tetrads T,,..., T9. Two heptets H and H’ have a tetrad T” in com- 
mon if and only if their indexing tetrads T and T both lie in a heptet H”, 
and this happens if and only if T and T’ are disjoint. Our tetrads T1,..., T, 
must therefore all intersect in pairs. Explicit examination of the system 
shows that they must all intersect in one point. Q.E.D. 
The parallel class of heptets corresponding to cc is shown in Fig. 1. 
The automorphism group of S has order 12096. U,(3) acts on the 28 
cyclic subgroups of order 3 (mentioned above) by conjugation, and so is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of index 2 in Aut(S). A transversal for this sub- 





for t E (0, 1, 2}. This element acts as an odd permutation on the tetrads, 
whereas the elements of U,(3) all act as even permutations. The derived 
group of Aut(S) is therefore isomorphic to a subgroup of U,(3), and so is 
in fact isomorphic to U,(3). 
1.2. The Relationship of S to Other Known S(2, 4, 28)‘s 
In [4] it is stated that two distinct Steiner systems S(2,4, 28) are known. 
These are constructed in [l, 71. A further S(2,4,28) is constructed in [6]. 
We show below that S is distinct from these three systems. Provided that 
the systems described in [ 1,6] are distinct (the proof of this in [6] sup- 
poses that the systems constructed in [l] and [S] are the same; but this 
seems to be false), then the number of inequivalent S(2,4, 28)‘s is at least 
four. 






















































































































































































































































FIG. 1. The parallel class of heptets corresponding to co. The nine columns give the nine 
heptets each of which is indexed by the tetrad containing co. 
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The S(2,4,28) defined in [7] is not resolvable, and so it cannot be the 
same as S. Each of the systems constructed in [ 1,6] contains a set of four 
mutually intersecting tetrads for which the six points of intersection are dis- 
tinct, namely 
Q, (0, 01,) (0, 012, (0, Oh 
(0, O),, (1, O),, (2, 113 (2,2)3 
(O,O),, (l,O),, (0, I),, (1,112 
(O,O),, (2, l),, (0, 111, RO), 
in [l] and 
(1234) (221278), (152125) (352227) 
in [6] so it suffices to show that this situation does not occur in S. 
Suppose such a set of four tetrads does exist, and consider two of the 
intersecting tetrads. The automorphism group of S is transitive on the 28 
points, so we may assume that the point of intersection of the two tetrads is 
co. Since the group is 2-transitive on the tetrads containing a point, we 
may further assume that the two tetrads are 
Q, o,,o,, 0, and co, i,, i,, i,. 
The other two tetrads in the set must each contain some 0, and some i,. 
There are nine such tetrads: 
Oo,k,-l-i,,l-i,; O,,i,,l+i,,1,; o,,i,,-l+i 07 -1 I? .
O,, i,, -1 -i,, 1 --ii,; o,, i,, 1 +i,, 1,; or, i,, -1 +i,, -1,; 
0224, -l-i,, l-i,; o,,i,, l+i,, 1,; o,,i,, -I+i 23 -1 0. 
No two of these tetrads intersect in a point not already mentioned, and so 
S does not contain such a set of four mutually intersecting tetrads. 
Therefore the S(2,4, 28) derived from U,(3) is distinct from the other 
systems described. 
1.3. A Construction for the S(2, 4, 28) via the Cayley Integers 
The Cayley numbers are taken to be the algebra generated as a vector 
space over the real numbers by 1 = e,, e,, e, , e2,..., e6, with multiplication 
given by 
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e,.e,+, =ej+, 
ei+3 .ei=e,+, 
ei+,.ej+,=ej where the subscripts are taken modulo 7 
ei.ei= -1, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
The Cayley integers are the Cayley numbers generated as a Z-module by 
e m?eOT el,e2?e3y e4, e5,e6? 
(e,+eo+e,+e3)/2, (e,+e,+e,+e,)/2, (e,+e,+e,+e,)/2, 
(e,+e, +e4+e6)/2, (e, +e4+e5+eo)/2, 
(em+e5+e6+e3)/2y (ex +e6+eo+e2)/2. 
There are 240 units in the Cayley integers, of which 56 are cube roots of 
unity. We shall use y, 6 and o to denote such cube roots of unity. Con- 
jugation by each w  gives an automorphism of the Cayley integers since, by 
using Moufang’s identities, we have 
w-‘(xy)o=(w ‘x0 ‘.uy)u 
=(u-‘x)0 -2.(u*y)u 
= (w-‘xu) w-- “.w3(w-‘yw) 
=(j-’ xo~w-‘yo. 
We shall say that y and 6 are joined if y = 6” for one of the 56 OS. This is 
not an equivalence relation. For each y and 6, either y and 6 are joined or y 
and 8 are joined. Suppose that y = P, then 
(yS)3 = (y&)2 = - 1. 
Use of this multiplicative relation in the Cayley Algebra shows that con- 
jugation by y and 6 generate a subgroup of the automorphism group of the 
Cayley integers isomorphic to A4 acting on the numbers y, 6, y6, P. The 4- 
sets of this type form a Steiner system S(2,4,28) on the 28 pairs of inverse 
ws. The tetrads of this Steiner system are the same as the tetrads of S under 
the correspondence between the 28 points of S and the 28 pairs of inverse 
ws shown in the following table. The representatives chosen are those 
joined to the one labelled co. 
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co:(-l+e,+e,+e,)/2 










- 1 -e, + e2 + eJ2; 
-I-e,-ez+e6)/2; 
-l-e,+e,-e,)/2; 
- 1 - e, - e5 - e4)/2; 
-1 -eo+e5+e4)/2; - 
-1 -eo+e5-e,)/2; 





1 + i, : ( - 1 - e, + e4 - e,)/2; 
-l-i,:(-I-e,-e,+e,)/2; - 
1 -i,: (-1 -e,-e,+e,)/2; 
-l+i,:(-1-r,+e,-e,)/2; - 






1 -iz:(-1 -e,-e2+e4)/2 
1 +iz: (-1 -e,+e,-e,)/2. 
1.4. The Cayley Numbers over GF(2) 
The Cayley numbers over GF(2) are the elements of the quotient group 
A/2/1, where II is the lattice of Cayley integers over the rational integers. Of 
the 255 non-zero elements, 120 are images of elements of norm 1, and 135 
are images of elements of norm 2; which are split into the following types: 
The images of elements of norm 1: 
56 images of elements of type o (cube roots of 1); 
63 images of elements of type i (square roots of - 1); 
1 image of the element 1. 
The images of elements of norm 2: 
63 nilpotents fl (so /I2 = 0) such as 1 + e,; 
72 idempotents M (so cr2=c1) such as (e, +e,+e, +e,+e, +e,+ 
e5 + eJ2. 
Suppose that y and 6 are conjugate, and let E = yb and [ = P, then each 
pair of elements in the tetrad (y, 6, E, [) is joined. This tetrad defines three 
elements of type i as follows: 
l+y+6=1+E+[=isay 
1 +Y+e= 1 +J+[=jsay 
l+y+[=l+S+E=ksay. 
Each i may be written in this form in six different ways, two ways from 
each of three tetrads. The other six tetrads giving i,j and k are all disjoint, 
and together with the tetrad (y, 6, E, [) give precisely the heptet indexed by 
the tetrad (y, 6, E, [). 
The Cayley integers reduced modulo 2 are generated over GF(2) by the 
reduction of the OS, and so any element of G,(2) permutes the ws non- 
trivially. Any such element preserves the multiplicative structure of the OS, 
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and so preserves the tetrads in our Steiner system. Therefore G,(2) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group of S. However, 
IG,(2)( = JAut(S)( = 12096 
and so the two groups are isomorphic. 
1.5. The Primitive Permutation Representations 
We shall now find notations for the objects permuted by each of the 
primitive permutation representations of U,(3). The group has four 
maximal subgroups, of indices 28, 36, 63 and 63, and so has four primitive 
permutation representations obtained by right multiplication on their 
cosets. The same permutation representations may also be described in 
terms of the action of the group on various sets of geometrical objects: We 
shall use the notations g(28), g(36), g(63a), g(63b) to denote these sets. We 
may give names to the objects in each set as follows: 
Set Names Number 
g(28) The 28 points: As in Section 1.1 these are named: 
co (1) 
o,, l,, -I,, i,, -i,, I+;,, l-i,, -I+i,, -I-i,(lE{O, 1,2}) (27) 
g(63a) The 63 tetrads: Our names are 1 or 1: (1 E GF(9), I =O, I, 2, E = 1, 2), as 
follows: 
I={‘m,i,,A,,i,} (9) 
A:= {~+@4+,m,l, ~+Bi+,mpA> ~fY,.,,,,> ~+~,.,m,) (54) 
where 1,)2=(/112=lylZ=1612=~ 
g(63b) The 63 elements of fype i: Each such element is expressible as 
I+y.+6,=I+&,+C,for threetetrads (y0,60,~0,iO), (ylr6,,~lril). 
(y2, &, sZ, cz), and is labelled by these three tetrads. Our notations are 
[A], or [A, ~1, as follows: 
CL], = {k 1:. J.:1 (27) 
[4fil,= {C (~+P):+,,,i, t~-P):L*,,J (36) 
where (/i/2=3-&. Note that li,~l,=Id+~,~l,+rmal= 
[J-P, Pl,-lmJii 
g(36) The 36 pairs of conjugute idempotents: Each such pair of idempotents is 
fixed by 21 of the involutions which fix the points of a tetrad. 





{O,l},= {O,Of,O~,O:,O:, i;, -iA, 
1,1~,1~,1~,1~, l-ii, -l+if, 
-1, -If, -t;, -1;, -1;, I +i;, -1 -ii} 
{i, 1}0= {i. ii, ii, if, ii,Oh, -i’ 
1 +i, 1 +ih, I +i:, l”lii, 1 +i:, I -iA, -1 -iA, 
-I+& -I+iA, -I+i:, -I+ii, -I+$, If, -1:) 
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The heptet indexed by the tetrad 1 consists of the tetrads 
and the heptet indexed by the tetrad A; consists of the tetrads 
(where ~cl~2=~/?~2=~y~2=~6~2=3-~). 
Incidence Relations. The action of the group fixing an element of g(i) 
may be transitive on the elements of g(j), or split these elements into 
several orbits, of which one has size one if i=j. We shall call these “the 
orbits of g(i) on g(j).” The sizes of the orbits are depicted in the following 





















1.6 The 2-Modular Representations 
The elements of each g(i) generate a permutation module over GF(2). In 
the remainder of this paper we shall consider these GF(2)-modules, and 
their submodules invariant under the action of U,(3). The calculations 
involved follow the same form as in [2], so we shall not present them here. 
In the cases where the action of the subgroup fixing an element in g(i) has 
three orbits on the elements of g(j) (four orbits when i=j), we shall call 
the three vectors corresponding to the element n in g(i): L,(n), Mi(n), Sjn) 
in descending order of weight. 
2. THE 28-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
The constituents permuted by the group are the 28 points: 
a, o,, l,, -l,,i,, --i,, l+i,, l-i,, -l+i,, -l-i, (t E (0, 1, 2)). 
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The permutation module splits into live absolutely irreducible con- 
stituents which are of dimensions 1, 1, 6, 6, 14. There is just one irreducible 
submodule, which is of dimension 1. After factoring out this submodule we 
get a module of dimension 26 which has one irreducible submodule of 
dimension 6. If we repeat this process, we find at each stage that the 
module we obtain has just one irreducible submodule. The permutation 
module therefore has just one composition series. It has submodules of 






we find that the weight distributions are as follows: 
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g(63a) has two orbits on g(28) of sizes 4, 24. Examples of .vectors are: 
S28(0)= a3 O,, 0, 02 
S28(l)=co lo 1, 12 
S28(l+i)=co l+i, l+il 1 +i2 
s28(0;)=1,3 -lo i. - i, 
S28(02) = 1 + i. 1 - i, - 1 + i, - 1 - i, 
.S28(1;)=0, -1, I+& 1 -i,. 
The S28(63a)‘s or L28(63a)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 21. 
g(63b) has two orbits on g(28) of sizes 12, 16. Examples of vectors are: 
~8(P’l,) 
=a2 00 0, 02 10 - 1, i, -i. 1 +i, 1 -i. -l+io -l-i, 
=s(Ctl,) 
=cc 1, 1, 12 -lo 00 l+i, l-i, -l+i, -l-i, i, -i, 
SNC’I 11,) 
=I+& l-i, --I+& -l-i0 i, -i, 1 fi, -1 -i, i, - i, 1 -i, -l+i,. 
The S28(63b)‘s or L28(63b)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 7. 
3. THE 36-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
The constituents are the 36 idempotents {A, p},. 
The permutation module splits into eight absolutely irreducible con- 
stituents of dimensions 1, 1, 1, 1, 6, 6, 6, 14. By factoring out each 
irreducible submodule of the permutation module, and finding the 
irreducible submodules of the quotient as in [2], we find that we have sub- 
modules of dimensions 1, 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29, 35, 36 and that the lat- 
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We find that the weight distributions are as follows: 




2 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 
14 0 0 36 
16 0 63 63 
18 0 0 56 
20 0 63 63 
22 0 0 36 
24 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
28 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 
32 0 0 0 
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g(36) has three orbits on itself of sizes 1, 14, 21. Examples of vectors are: 
LW(O, I},) 
= {i, l}o 1-L l}o {0, i}. {0, 1 i-i}, (0, 1 +i}2 {0, 1 -i}] (0, 1 -i}z 
{ill, {-Cl), {l,i}o {l,l+i}, {l,l+i), {1,1-i}, {1,1-i}* 
{il}, {-i.1)~ {-l.i}o {-l,l+i}, {-l,l+i}, {-1,1-i}, {-1,1-i}, 
S36({0, 1)“) 
={O,l), lO,il, il,i}, {-l,i}l {O,l+i}o {l,l+i}o {-l,l+i}, 
(0, 112 1% il2 {Li}, {-Li)* {0,1-i), {l,l-i}o {-1,1-i}, 
The S36(36)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 8. The ,%(X)‘s 
generate the whole space. 
g(63a) has two orbits on g(36) of sizes 12, 24. Examples of vectors are: 
S36(0) = (0, 1 }. (0, il0 {O, 1 -i}. (0, 1 + i}. 
{O>ll, (0, ill (0, l-i}, {0, 1 +i}, 
iO> I}* (0, il2 {0,1-i}, {O,l+i}, 
S36(1;)={O,i}, {-l,i), {Lila iL ii2 
io, 1h (0, 1 I* { -6 110 (6 l}* 
{1,1-i:, {l,l-i}Z {l,l+i}o {1,1+i}, 
The S36(63a)‘s and L36(63a)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 21. 
g(63b) has three orbits on g(36) of sizes 8, 12, 16. Examples of vectors 
are: 
S36([0,1l,)={O,l}, {O,l+i}, {l,l+i}, {-l,l+i}, 
{O, 1}2 (0, l-ijz {l, l-i], {-1,1-i), 
M36(CO, 110)= i0, ijz {O, i}, {0, l+i}, {0, l-i}, 
iLilz {Li), {l,l+i}, {1,1-i}, 
{-l,i}z {-l,i}, {-l,l+i}, {-1,1-i}, 
L36(10, IlO)= {i, l}* {i l}, i-i, l}z i-i I}, 
10, 1 IX io, ilo (0, 1 + i}. (0, 1 -i}. 
ii? 1 I” (1, i)o {l,l+i}, {1,1-i}, 
{-i.l}” I-l,i), {-1,1+i}, {-1,1-i}, 
The S36(63b)‘s or M36(63b)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 14. 
The L36(63b)‘s generate the submodule of dimension 7. 
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4. THE FIRST 63-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
The constituents are the 63 tetrads: A, A:, 1: (1~ GF(9), TV (0, 1, 2)). 
The permutation module splits into nine absolutely irreducible con- 
stituents of dimensions 1, 1, 1, 6, 6, 6, 14, 14, 14. We find one submodule 
each of dimension 1, 14, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29, 34, 36, 41, 43, 48, 49, 62, 63. 
Because the direct sum of two l-dimensional irreducibles gives three inter- 
mediate submodules, we have three submodules each of dimensions 21, 28, 
35, 42. The lattice of submodules is 
With additional joins between each submodule on the left of the above pic- 
ture and the submodule on the right with dimension 1 greater. In what 
follows, the suffices 1, c and r on submodules refer to the left, centre and 
right of the above picture. 
We find that the weight distributions are as follows on the next page: 
g(63a) has four orbits on itself of sizes 1, 6, 24, 32. Examples of vectors 
are: 
S63a(O)=OA 




L63a(O) = 1; 
1; 
12 2 
0; 0; 0: 0; 0; 
-1 i -i l+i l-i -l+i -1-i 
-1: i; -ih 1-i; -l+ii -1-i; l+ii 
-If ii -i; l-if -l+i: -1-i: l+i: 
-1: ji -ii 1-i: -l+i$ -1-i: l+iz 
-1; ji -ii 1-i: -l+iy -1-z: I+$ 
-1: i: -j: 1-i; -l+il -1-i; 1 +ii 
-1: ii -j: 1-i: -l+ii -1-i: l+ii. 
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392 PATRICK L. H. BROOKE 
dimension of submodule: 
272 281 
weight 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 




6 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 0 
10 0 0 
11 0 
12 756 109: 
13 0 
14 151: 2376 
15 0 0 
16 6741 18837 
17 0 
18 73332 1580004 
19 0 
20 4021920 724752 
21 0 0 
22 1536444 3266172 
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dimension of submodule: 
341 351 
weight 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 0 
8 4 189 
9 0 0 
10 1008 3024 
1.1 0 0 
12 7308 14364 
13 0 0 
14 139968 267480 
15 0 0 
16 1360737 2780001 
17 0 0 
18 9729552 19274304 
19 0 0 
20 49813092 100298772 
21 0 0 
22 197922816 393084216 
23 0 0 
24 579262341 1167595653 
25 0 0 
26 1340940384 2660412304 
27 0 0 
28 2325459384 4688212824 
29 0 0 
30 3232059264 6414570280 
31 0 0 
32 3387602043 6827365755 
33 0 0 
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ule: 
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396 PATRICK L.H.BROOKE 
The S63a(63a)‘s generate the submodule 621. The M63a(63a)‘s generate the 
submodule 341. The L63a(63a)‘s generate the submodule 141. 
g(28) has two orbits on g(63a) of sizes 9, 54. Examples of vectors are: 
.S63a(m)=O 1 -1 i -i l+i l-i -l+i -1-i 
S63a(O,)=O 1; -1; i: -ih l+i,Z 1-i: -l+ii -1-i; 
The S63a(28)‘s generate the submodule 21~. The L63a(28)‘s generate the 
submodule 21 I. 
g(36) has two orbits on g(63a) of sizes 21, 42. Examples of vectors are: 
S63a({O, ljo)=O Of 0: Of Of i: -iA 
1 1; 1; 1: 1; 1 -ii -l+ii 
-1 -1f -1: -1: -1: l+ii -1-i: 
The S63a(36)‘s generate the whole space. The L63a(36)‘s generate the sub- 
module 622. 
g(63b) has three orbits on g(63a) of sizes 3, 12, 48. Examples of vectors 
are: 
.S63a([O],)=O 0; 0;; 
M63a( CO&,) = 0; 0: 1 + iy 1 - il, -1 ++I -ih 
0: 0; 1; -1; ii - ii 
S63a([O, l]o)=Oi 1: -1: 
M63a([O, l],)=O 1 -1 (4, 1: -:, 
ii -ii 1 -i: - 1 + if 1 + i: - 1 - i$. 
The S63a(63b)‘s generate the submodule 49r. The A463a(63b)‘s generate 
the submodule 481. The L63a(63b)‘s generate the submodule 201. 
~.THE SECOND 63-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
The constituents are the 63 I’s: [A],, [A, n],. 
The permutation module splits into 12 absolutely irreducible con- 
stituents of dimensions 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 14, 14. We find one sub- 
module each of dimensions 1, 6, 8, 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29, 34, 36, 41, 43, 48, 
50, 55, 57, 62, 63 and three each of dimensions 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56. 
The lattice of submodules is 
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with, as before, additional joins between each submodule on the left, and 
the one on the right with dimension one greater. 
We find that the weight distributions are as follows on the next page: 
g(63b) has four orbits on itself of sizes 1, 6, 24, 32. Examples of vectors 
are: 
S63dCOld = lOI, 1012 co> 11” lo, ilO [0, 1 + i], [0, 1 -i], 
M6MC01,) = [Ilo Cl + iI0 lo, 11, lo> 112 Cl, il0 [l +i, 1 fi], 
I-llo II -iI, CO, il I PI ilx C- 1, ilO [I-i, I-i], 
fil0 [-1-i], [O,l +ill [O,! +ilz [i, I], [-I-i,l+i], 
C-ih [-Ii-i], [0,1-i], [O,l-i]* [-i,l], [-l+i,l-i],. 
The S63b(63b)‘s generate the submodule 621. The M63b(63b)‘s generate 
the submodule 341. The L63b(63b)‘s generate the submodule 61. 
g(28) has IWO orbits on g(63b) of sizes 27, 36. Examples of vectors are: 
S63b(E)=[Ol, Cl10 C-110 [ilo [-;I0 [l+i], [l-i]” [-l-i]” [-lfi], 
lOI, 1111 f-111 fill I-ill Irfil, Cl-il, C-l-ill I-l+il, 
Lola ItI, f-11, Ii12 I-% [r+il, Cl-il2 C-l-ill I-tfil,. 
The S63b(28)‘s generate the submodule 7c. The L63b(28)‘s generate the 
submodule 71. 
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60 0 0 
61 0 0 
62 0 0 
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406 PATRICK L.H.BROOKE 
g(36) has fhree orbits on g(63b) of sizes 14, 21, 28. Examples of vectors 
are: 
~63b({O,lh)= WI, Cl11 c-11, [O,l], [0,1-i],c1.1-i], [-1.1-i], 
co12 Cllz C-112 [O,l], [O,l+iJzCl,l+i]* [-l,l+ilz 
MW{O, 1 M = COlo Cilo c-i10 CO,il, CO,il, 10,1-i], [o,l+il, 
1110 [l-i], [-l+i], [l,i], [l,i], [1,1-i], [l,l+i], 
C-11, [i+i], [-l-i]* [-l,i], [-l,i], [-l,l-i]* [-l,l+i],. 
The 63b(36)‘s generate the submodule 141. The M63b(36)‘s generate the 
submodule 14~. The L63b(36)‘s generate the submodule 71. 
g(63a) has three orbits on g(63b) of sizes 3, 12, 48. Examples of vectors 
are: 
S6340) = LOlo WI, WI, 
M6340)= CO, 11, CO, 11, CO, II2 CO, I+ 11, CO, 1-t 11, CO, If 112 
CO,& Nil, P,il, C&t-11, CO,l-11, [O,l-llz. 
The S63a(63b)‘s generate the submodule 49r. The M63a(63b)‘s generate 
the submodule 481. The L63a(63b)‘s generate the submodule 201. 
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